Nano-imaging of environmental dust in human lung tissue by soft and hard X-ray fluorescence microscopy☆
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ABSTRACT

It is well recognized that a large number of pulmonary diseases are induced by the effects of inhaled particulates. Anthracosis is defined as an asymptomatic, mild form of pneumoconiosis caused by the accumulation of “black carbon” in the lungs due to repeated exposure to air pollution or inhalation of smoke or coal dust particles. Since the human population is progressively exposed to an increasing number and doses of anthropogenic micro and nano particles/compounds, there is a pressing urgency to explore toxicological impact arising from these exposures and the molecular mechanisms driving the body defense or possible related diseases. The toxicity mechanisms are clearly related to chemical composition and physical and surface properties of materials. A combination of synchrotron radiation-based (SR-based) nano X-ray fluorescence (XRF) imaging and soft X-ray microscopy was used to chemically characterize environmental particulates (anthracosis) in lung tissues from urban subjects with the aim of better understanding the complex nature of related lungs’ deposits. High-resolution XRF analyses performed at ESRF and Elettra synchrotrons allowed discriminating single particles in the heterogeneous aggregates found in the lung tissue. The small particles have variable composition resulting from the different combinations of Ti with O, K and Si, Al and Si, or Zn and Fe with O. Interestingly, simultaneous absorption and phase contrast images showed the particulate morphology and allowed to predict the presence of very dense nanoparticles or high concentration of heavy elements.

1. Introduction

Lung diseases are among the most common medical conditions in the world [1,2]. Tens of millions of people suffer from them due to infections, genetics predisposition and exposure to smoking or inhalants.

Pneumoconiosis is a group of occupational lung diseases caused by inhaled dust particles and fibres, which causes inflammation of the pulmonary parenchyma leading to fibrosis, affecting the airways or alveoli. Among these, coal workers’ pneumoconiosis, also known as black lung disease, is caused by long exposure to coal dust, and commonly affects coal miners and others who work with coal. The initial, milder form of the disease is called anthracosis [3–8], an asymptomatic accumulation of black pigment in the lung tissue and in the related lymph nodes, which can be found in varying degrees among most urban dwellers and in tobacco smokers. Air pollution is unavoidable nowadays and consists of a complex mixture of different components with possible synergic toxicological and carcinogenic effects [3,9–14]. Exposure to mineral and organic particulate, especially in the form of fine particles, may induce genetic damage and has been related to an increased risk of cancer in humans [15].

It is problematic to assess the pathogenicity of poorly soluble materials in the form of dust particles and fibres, since their effects are determined not only by the chemical composition but also by their physical properties and biopersistance. Additionally, inside the tissues dust particles and fibres may undergo complex metabolic transformations and their surface may be modified by removal and deposition of chemical elements, metals, and salts, or by adsorption of macromolecules such as proteins [6,16].

Despite the fact that there are many reports and studies on air
particulate matter (PM) characterization [17–23] from different part of the world, to our knowledge only a very few sparse examples of lung tissue chemical analyses are reported in literature [6,16,24–28]. There have been a few attempts with SEM and TEM-EDS [29]: although the spatial resolution of these techniques is clearly higher than XRF, the more complicated sample preparation and their lower detection sensitivity limit the information that can be gained from their results [30].

The aim of this work is to apply Synchrotron Radiation X-Ray Fluorescence (SR-μXRF) spectromicroscopy [31–34] to track the environmental dust particles or fibres inside histological samples of lung tissue and to investigate the chemical nature at nanometer spatial resolution.

In this work, the chemical nature of anthracotic material, found in lung tissues from undefined environmental exposure, was investigated by means of a sequential use of two synchrotron beamlines, ID16B-NA and TwinMic, at two different facilities, ESRF (Grenoble, France) and Elettra Sincrotrone Trieste (Trieste, Italy).

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Patients and sample preparation

Human lung samples were derived from post-mortem examination of three patients which were selected from the archive files of the Unit of Pathology of CRO of Aviano (Italy) [6,16]. The patients had lived in urban centers of the region Friuli Venezia Giulia without known specific professional exposure. Human samples consisted of tissues discarded after forensic autopsy, and were retrieved with the approval of the institution. The identification of anthracosis was performed by light microscopy (DM2500, Leica Microsystems, Germany) on 3–5 μm thick sections from paraffin-embedded samples of non-neoplastic lung tissue both unstained and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) according to standard protocols. For X-ray imaging and XRF analyses, the unstained 5 μm thick sections were mounted on ultralene foils (4 μm thick) and air-dried, as previously described [16,35,36].

2.2. Synchrotron-based nano X-ray fluorescence analyses

The synchrotron XRF experiments have been carried out at two different synchrotron facilities. In both experiments, the X-ray beam was focused on the sample through suitable X-ray optics and the sample was raster scanned across the beam. For each pixel in the raster scan the X-ray Fluorescence (XRF) was collected by energy dispersive silicon drift detectors (SDD).

The samples were firstly analysed at the ID16B-NA beamline [37] of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF, Grenoble, France) where the pink (ΔE/E = 0.01) 17.54 keV X-ray beam was focused by Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB) mirrors to a spot size of 60 nm × 60 nm on the sample plane (photon flux 4 × 10¹⁰ photons/s). The XRF emitted by the sample were collected by two SGX sensortech SDD arrays, each with an active silicon area of 80 mm², using an acquisition time of 100 ms per pixel in the raster scan. A standard reference material from NIST (bovine liver SRM 1577B) was measured for calibration of the X-ray Fluorescence spectra to get semi-quantitative results on some transition metals. Spectra were fitted based on the configuration derived from the measured standard using PyMCA [38] for quantification of the elemental content. The obtained concentrations are expressed in g/g assuming a 1.5 μm thick protein matrix with density 1.2.

Further XRF analyses were carried out on the previously mentioned specimens at the TwinMic beamline [39] (Elettra - Sincrotrone, Trieste, Italy) under a low energy microscopy set-up. TwinMic microscope was operated in scanning transmission mode (STXM) where the beam is focused on the sample through a zone plate diffractive optics (600 μm in diameter with 50 nm outermost zone width) providing sub-micron...
Spatial resolution. The obtained absorption and phase contrast images outline the morphological features of the sample at sub-micrometer length scales [40], whereas the simultaneous detection of the low energy XRF [41] correlates the elemental distribution to the morphology. For the present experiments we selected a photon energy of 1.95 keV (photon flux \(3 \times 10^7\) photons/s) to excite and get optimal emission conditions for the elements of major interest, namely Si, Al and Mg and other lighter elements, in particular O and Na, with a spot of 250 nm and a dwell time of 9 s per pixel. The sample was mounted on a x-y stage (with the incoming beam perpendicular to the sample surface) facing a 8 Silicon Drift Detectors placed at 2 cm from the sample [42].

For all XRF maps, the elemental distribution was obtained by processing and deconvolving the XRF spectra with the PyMCA software [38].

3. Results and discussion

Histological examination of the lungs samples of all the patients showed clear features of urban dust exposure. Fig. 1 shows many carbonaceous particles and aggregates in some regions of patients tissue, appearing as collection of black granules. The particles appear concentrated around interlobular septa (A, B), bronchovascular bundles (B) and in the fibrous tissue (D).

From all patients, at least two tissue slices were analysed by XRF and results on dust materials were found comparable. In the studies representative images are presented.

In a previous study [6], we compared the elemental distribution in lung tissues presenting anthracosis and/or asbestos bodies. The analyses were made at 7.3 keV, with sub-micron spatial resolution, highlighting the specificity of the distributions of Ca, P, Fe, Si, Ti and Cr for different pollutants. In the present study we deepened the investigation on anthracotic lung tissues by moving to nanoscale spatial resolution and extending the energy range and therefore increasing the number of detectable chemical elements, thus providing more insights on the particulate chemical nature and its distribution inside the lungs.

Lung tissues samples were first investigated by optical microscopy to identify the regions of interest. As shown in Fig. 1, beside normal lung vessels and cells, several dark/black areas appear in the tissues. Those darkened areas appear to have different sizes and to be composed by multiple macro and nano-aggregates. Although anthracosis is visible also in unaltered sections, the staining with hematoxylin and eosin (H & E) (Fig. 1) helps to easily identify the presence of typical lung cells and structures, together with dust particulate.

Afterwards several areas in the unstained slices were scanned at 17.54 keV at ID16B-NA beamline (ESRF, Grenoble, France) with nanometric spatial resolution. From the initial analyses at micron or 500 nm spatial resolution, such as the example in Fig. 2, nanoparticulate dust appears to contain many metals such as Fe, Mn, Cu, Zn, Ti, Cr and Ni, most of them co-localising, although Ti and Cr distribution is peculiar and distinctive, as previously observed by the present authors [6].

Compared to our previous work which was performed at sub-micrometric resolution and at lower energy [6], the current analyses reveal that also Br, Se, Cu, Zn and Sr are frequent and highly concentrated into the anthracotic features; however it is difficult to spatially discriminate their location. Nonetheless with the 60 nm focus of ID16B-NA beamline it appears more clearly that dust is composed of multiple types of nanoparticulate, as depicted in Fig. 3. Based on distinctive appearance or co-localisations, as calculated by Scatter Plot analysis (supporting Fig. S1), it could be speculated that we are detecting at least seven different types of dust nano-deposits: Br-Se based, K-Si based, Fe-Ti based, Cr-based, Ni-based, Fe-based (possible oxides) and Ca-As based, in addition to less defined Zn and/or Cu containing particulate. In addition to Ca-As, scatter plots show a correlation between As and Sr distributions: this is not surprising since Ca and Sr have similar electronic properties. The identification of different types of dust materials is in agreement with studies identifying aerosol particulate as mixtures of numerous chemical species within individual particles [43]. Therefore, it is impossible to discriminate whether the mixtures we find in the lung samples were formed in the airways or before inhalation.

The results are in agreement with previous particulate matter (PM) investigations, in particular with PM2.5 and PM10 chemical compositions. Particulate matter contains a wide range of particle types having different sizes, shape, compositions and optical properties [44]. Many studies from all over the world [19,45,46], some of them performed with XRF technique [47] have shown that air particulate is mainly composed by S, Si, K, Al, Ba, Ca, Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn, and Pb, with Si, Ca and Fe among the dominant chemical elements. While most of these studies were performed directly in air particulate filters, our investigation is performed straight on lung tissue samples without excessive treatment, except for fixation and embedding in paraffin medium.

In Fig. 3 iron is identified in micro and nano-clusters and appears to be highly abundant, in agreement with air particulate composition reported previously [19,45,46]. Iron is often co-localising with trace elements, such as Ti or Br and Se, however, part of the signal is undoubtedly due to endogenous iron [6]. The occurrence of bromine is not surprising since the exposure is very frequent in both urban and rural sites. Bromine is present in sea-salt aerosol particles and in fuel additives [48].

Selenium can be found in the environment both in gaseous and solid form. Selenium solid suspended particles are produced as a result of human activities, such as combustion of coal and other fuels or copper smelting [49] or incineration of waste such as paper products, as with Br [50]. We note that in our samples Se occurrence is highly correlated with Br (Fig. S1), suggesting its origin is incineration of waste.

Fig. 3 shows Ni occurring as nano-formations in the XRF maps, sometimes accompanied by micro-structures. Nickel is an environmental pollutant, which causes mild to severe allergies. In PM this element seems to be present due to anthropogenic pollution such as traffic or industry (oil combustion) [22]. Its detection at the nanometer scale is therefore of importance, allowing for future investigations on the pathological mechanisms associated to its exposure.

It is not easy to completely interpret the occurrence and the hot spots distribution of Cu and Zn since these two elements can be both endogenous and exogenous. When exogenous they are trace elements in industrial products, combustion and fuels emission [51], while as endogenous they are key elements in detoxifying mechanisms and their occurrence could be thus considered as a tissue response to pollutants [52].

By using a reference standard (bovine liver SRM 1577B from NIST) it was possible to quantify in the tissues the concentration of chemical elements whose K emission lines fall in the 6–10 keV energy range: Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu and Zn. For the other elements the calculation was not reliable. The results in Fig. 3 show that Cr is notably abundant in the nanoparticles reaching an average concentration between 500 and 1000 ppm in the hotspots. Copper is often around 15 ppm with diffuse appearance in the aggregates or in some hot spots reaching up to 100 ppm, while Zine content in the tissue ranges from 40 to 120 ppm (as endogenous element) whereas in the nanoaggregates is around 700 ppm. This quantification clearly supports the idea that these two elements have also an exogenous origin. Manganese concentration is also notable, reaching up to 0.1% in micrometric areas and 0.2% in some nanoparticulate formations, again suggesting an exogenous origin. Nickel is less abundant, being present with a concentration of around 40 ppm at micrometric scale level and with 100–120 ppm in nanoparticles. Iron is clearly the most abundant element, ranging from 0.7 to 2% at micrometric scale length but reaching even 5% in nanoclusters.

An intriguing result shown in Fig. 3 is the occurrence of As in nanoscale aggregates, with high co-localisation with Ca and/or Sr in several micro-regions, as also highlighted by the scatter plots in Fig. S1. We note As is a main component of PM in areas with industrial activity.
[53], while Sr is frequently found associated to Ca [54]. It is clear that part of the Ca detected in the anthracotic formations is from endogenous origin.

Even if not easily detectable at this excitation energy, phosphor (P) and sulphur (S) are usually delineating the tissue matrix, with P more concentrated in cells' nucleus [36]. Like S and P, K is an endogenous element that is not well detected and resolved at this excitation energy. However the XRF maps show a relatively high potassium signal, indicating that there is a high concentration of this element in lung tissues, clearly linked to particulate exposure. Potassium appears to be associated with burning events [22], such as crop burning in rural areas [55]. Being a light element the same considerations on detectability apply for Si; despite the low Si signal measurable in air, it seems that K and Si have a similar distribution, partially co-localising in some areas, even though as expected, Si appears more spread in the tissue. Quite in agreement, a previous study showed that Si is the most abundant element in intrapulmonary particulate pollutants [56]. In order to better investigate Si and light elements distribution, low energy XRF measurements were carried out at 1.95 keV at TwinMic beamline (Elettra Sincrotrone Trieste, Trieste, Italy).

In order to avoid possible artifacts due to radiation damage [57] induced by the higher energy scans, the analysed areas were chosen in proximity, but not overlapping with the previous scanned ones or on consecutive slices. A rough estimate of the delivered dose on the sample shows indeed that with the ID16A set-up the specimen may receive up to $2.8 \times 10^{12}$ Gy while with TwinMic one $7.7 \times 10^9$ Gy. By using soft X-rays, high resolution absorption (Abs) and phase contrast (PhC) images were collected simultaneously, allowing to outline the morphological features of the lung tissue samples at sub-micrometer length scales.

Fig. 4 shows the visible light image of one of the lung tissues analysed at TwinMic together with the corresponding absorption images. To note, dark areas in the absorption images indicate a denser, more absorbing material. The anthracotic regions, identified by black-pigmented areas visible in the optical images, appear as dark micro- and nano-agglomerates in the absorption images but with high contrast only in sub-regions of the pigmented areas. Surprisingly, their absorption signal and contrast is not much different from other less pigmented lung tissue areas. That means that without the comparison with visible light and histological images the anthracotic areas wouldn't be easily identified or distinguished in the absorption images. The major contributor of the anthracotic material seems to be a low density material, probably carbonaceous, while highly absorbing spots are related to metal and metalloid content. These observations only partially confirm what found in studies performed by other authors [58] where anthracotic granules appeared opaque in radiographies, similarly to calcifications. It seems in fact that anthracosis can be identified indirectly through lymph node and bronchial calcifications on CT scans [58]. These radiographic signals could be related to the concentrations of heavy elements (i.e Ni, Ti, Cr) and transition metals (Fe, Zn, Cu) together with high Si. However, the complete nature of anthracosis and its black-pigmented appearance is still elusive.

Fig. 5 shows two lung tissues regions analysed at TwinMic. Dark anthracotic areas are rich in Si and Al, which co-localise in many areas together with Fe, possibly identifying allumino-silicates, in agreement with previous studies [56]. In some agglomerates though, they seem to have a different distribution: indeed hot spots of Si delineating a nano-agglomerate do not always co-localise with hot spots of Al. The darkest features exhibit high Si signal, which appear as granules or in micrometric-long fibre form. It is well known that Al and Si are mostly present in PM as mineral matter, from crustal and road erosion [20] and...
Fig. 3. XRF maps of Fe, Mn, Cu, Zn, Ti, Cr, As, Ni, Br, Se, Sr, Ca, S, P, K and Si acquired at ID16B-NA beamline (ESRF, Grenoble, France) in two anthracotic regions with nanometric spatial resolution. All XRF maps were acquired at 17.54 keV over an area of $6 \mu m \times 6 \mu m$ (a) and $12 \mu m \times 10 \mu m$ (b), with a spatial resolution of 50 nm and a dwell time of 100 ms/pixel in the raster scan. Color scale bars show the total counts for each chemical element, except for Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu and Zn where they are expressed in mass fraction (g/g). Panels c) and d) show visible light images of the lung tissue sections, indicating approximately the analysed areas depicted in a) and b) respectively. Scale bars are 100um for panels c) and d).
therefore these two chemical elements are expected protagonists in anthracosis composition.

Magnesium often co-localises with Si and Al, but while Si and Al signals are quite diffused, Mg appears as nano-puntiform. Apart from a few exceptions, Na is more uniformly distributed in the tissue, similarly to S and P. Oxygen often co-localises with Si or Al, as well as with Fe, indicating the presence of their oxide forms.

Fig. S2 shows the elemental maps performed on a sub area of Fig. 5b at the ID16B-NA beamline, complementing the analyses done at TwinMic and once again confirming the complicate nature of anthracotic deposits. The observations made for Fig. 3 are applicable to Fig. S2.

On a final note, it is important to underline that chemical fixation is known to be a possible cause of alteration in the spatial and quantitative distributions of elements [59], especially diffusible elements, such as P, S and Ca [60]. Some other elements, such as Fe and Cu, are instead typically bound into proteins and will not easily leach from or be chelated out of a tissue [60]. Elemental rearrangement is definitely more pronounced in isolated cells, while should be less marked in tissues, which have a more complex architecture and structure. However redistribution in the nanoparticulate aggregates, which are the focus of the present research, is expected to be marginal since they appear as compact inclusions within the tissue.

4. Conclusions

In this study the chemical nature of the environmental dust found within lung tissue and its possible correlation with morphological appearance was investigated for the first time at the nanometric scale. In summary this study provides evidence that in tissue samples: i) XRF at nanometer resolution can identify multiple types of nanoparticulate and thus can help to reveal anthracosis origin; ii) XRF can quantify important elements in nanoparticle deposits providing information on the presence of highly toxic materials (i.e. Cr); iii) high X-ray absorption does
not necessarily correlate with black-pigmented deposits, whose color is most likely related to carbonaceous material; iv) low energy XRF allows to precisely identify Al and Si deposits correlating them with morphological features from absorption and phase contrast images.
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